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Influences to Write This Book
Years 1995-2007
Ninety percent of this book was conjured during hunting reconnoiter in the primitive areas of South
Carolina. Some owners I asked permission to explore their land, other parcels I trespassed. Maneuvering
in the darkness requires the extraordinary use of a trekker’s senses, so I performed my surveys in the
daylight.
A backpack is a prerequisite: beer or water (depending on the person). Sandwich-foiled wrap, a
compass, signal mirror, lighter, wood matches, strong blade knife, cell phone (keep off), goggles, staff,
and a palm size hand gun. Filling the backpack with supplies comes from memories of agonizing
shortages.
Completely obscured by head-high thorny vines one transgression brought me thirstily to a shack. Not
readily identifying the structure as habitable, I shouted from the stairs. A dirty, wild appearing man exited
the shack. I asked for water. From inside the shanty an elderly, unwashed female attired in a threadbare
dress dispassionately exited the house. It did not appear possible that this woman could have ever looked
pleasing to anyone, except this male. Smiling, I extended my hand to accept the water. The man suddenly
went berserk shouting that I was looking at his woman, simultaneously clutching a shotgun just inside the
door. I threw my palms out in the line of fire of the muzzle of the gun, and backed out shouting that I
would never come back.
Sinkholes. Over months/years some broad trees sink. As the trees slowly descend, the branches and
vegetation smooth the wall of the hole. Ultimately pounding rain removes any groves/indentations from
within the crater. Eventually the sun bakes the walls of the pit granite hard. Formed, are thirty feet deep,
twenty-foot diameter holes from which tumbling into there is no escape and no rescue.
Quicksand. Shortcutting across pools of standing water, one-step and you are chest deep or lower into
clinging muck. Mentally, your actions must be the opposite of your mind to free yourself. You must
perform as if you are swimming in a clear pool of water. Panicked, raising the hands vainly clutching for
salvation plunges the body deeper into the quagmire.
Voodoo ceremony. Approaching each stalking period, hunters accumulate somewhere: gun shop- gun
range – nibbling cheese and crackers in the local pub. After consuming a few beers, and/ or whiskey shots
to expound your lie about the oversized buck that you saw, a traveler sometimes acquires a new partner.
Bragging, Beebo volunteers the location to a vat that supposedly produces some outstanding corn
liquor. Following a short ride into the rural section of the county, we abruptly turn onto a previously
hidden road; purposeful overgrowth obscures entrance to the property. The road slopes about fifteen
yards, descending into a swamp. The location is creepy even in the daylight. Moss laden trees. Dense
thickets. Slinking, unseen animals cause the undergrowths to sway. Beebo stops the truck in a broad
opening. Looking back toward the entry shrubbery hides our vehicle from casual road traffic. We take
seats around an improvised bar, and begin to consume White Lightning to our contentment. Sprinkled in
the clearing small groups of people huddle, they make no notice of our movements. The weather is
sweltering. The clothes cling to my body, but quickly I notice that the humidity does not distress
everyone. Some of the crowd moves as if in a cocoon of air conditioning.
Near twilight, abruptly more citizens begin arriving-by twos, or singly; imperceptibly a crowd
accumulates. At sunset, unexpectedly everyone begins walking in one direction. Rising, we join the
throng. Beebo carries the crock of moonshine like the pied piper, directing. “Have a seat.” I look around
and the people are seating in a circle. Mouth agape, impetus by the mob forcibly lowers my body to the
turf. Famished skinny black mosquitoes dart to reclining guests to lift off minutes later with a bulbous red
afterglow. From unseen loudspeaker’s drums begin pulsing. I become attentive that flowing sweat causes

the faces of the audience to gleam in the night. Rivulets of fluid course along creases on the spectators
skin to fall like drenching rain below a body juncture. From the apprehension that I feel, I know that I
must look just as dismal to those persons looking at me. The pulsing drums change my heart rhythms. I
notice that my breathing coincides with the music cadence. Suddenly I become conscious that I am a
captive of the ceremony. Fear encapsulates me, but awe and curiosity hold me in place. I am embarrassed
to rise and flee.
From out of the darkness a standing Seminole enters the circle grasping a large white Leghorn
Rooster. In the Indian’s other palm, he grips a lustrous, stretched knife. The Indian clutches the fowl by
its hind legs, the head down. The bird’s eyes are intriguingly agape, the neck stiff as its beak rotates
around the crowd to view the activities. Quickly, the native flings the lightly squirming fowl upright. The
drums emphasize the moment with a thunderous BOOM! Deftly, with one motion across the bird’s throat,
the Indian severs the poultry’s windpipe. Thrashing and spewing blood the Indian throws the flailing bird
to the ground. Crimson globs of blood disgorge onto some in the crowd.
Pungent, somewhat gagging smog drifts over the area. A hag, raggedly attired moves into the circle of
people. Someone nudges me to take a drag from a long cigarette. The flowing vapors from the cigarette
cause my esophagus to expand. My lungs seem to draw the inhale without my effort. Smoke flows down
my throat. Blinking, I slowly lose my color vision. Every object oozes to black and white. The dark skin
Afro-American revelers appear like film negatives. The lighter skin persons appear ghastly. From among
the guests, suddenly an emaciated Black man levitates upright. The man floats forward seemingly without
moving his feet or legs. The sacrifice’s motion stops three paces from the Hungan.
South Carolina is an Island in The Sea of States.
Fred Broussard welcomes comments from his readers. For more conversation, refer to my Blog at
http://broussard.aegauthorblogs.com/

Preview
TJ’s face darkens. His lips twist. Chest heaving from thoughts of the expected sexual interlude, TJ
walks forward. The child softly whines as she fearfully backs away from the vicious looming man.
Gildee’s plea comes as a raucous whisper. The child softly whines as she fearfully backs away from the
sadistic intimidating man. “Please TJ. Please do not hurt me. . . My daddy is going to kill you if you hurt
me.” Now the preying man feels that it is time for him to spring his surprise. TJ’s words are acrimonious
as his lips form his tale. “You belong to me now. Your father has given you to me.” The outburst of terror
erupts from deep within the child's psyche. “SSSCCCRRR- EEEAAAMMM!” As her antagonist
approaches, Gildee dashes in short steps from side to side - closer and closer. Staring into the sadist's eyes
Gildee knows that TJ has no fear. TJ knows that no one will come to her aid.

Preface
The menu for South Carolina citizens is much different from other sections of the United States. For a
few South Carolina residents most bill of fares are poke salad, creasy greens and cornbread, supplemented
with gruel, pone, and fatback. In desperate times, indigenous citizens consume handfuls of red dirt like
lip-smacking chicken nuggets. Salley, South Carolina is the home of the Chitterling Strut; each year for
three days in November, hog guts are baked, barbecued, fried, and boiled. In Spartanburg, GREENE’S on
Church Street advertises “THE WORST HOTDOGS IN AMERICAN”, and they are gagging. The State
that began the insatiable consumption of victuals with the shout. “ALL YOU CAN EAT!” After meals
desserts are muscatines, scuffadines (wild grapes) and hoecakes (sweet bread). Moonshine (distilled 100grain alcohol) or chaw (plug of tobacco) complete the repast. For various backcountry residents,
electricity, television and the telephone are non-existent. It is as if these persons exist within a time warp
of the 1600’s. Certain of the backwoods natives speak a language akin to Ole English.
In Spartanburg, S.C. at some mortuary’s grieving relatives might have outdoor, drive through viewing
of their deceased loved ones. Purple fluorescent light bathes the area. Moss laden trees partially obscure
the scene, but the eerie light will attract any viewer’s attention. The open casket leans upright at an angle,
so the corpse will not fall out, both lids are open. A curving driveway meanders pass the corpse. Believe
me, as a disinterested passerby at night, the scene will shockingly cause the heart to pump, no matter the
bravado of the person.
James ‘Bell house’ Evans embalmed body was positioned upright at J.W. Woodward’s Funeral Home
in an upstairs closet for four years.
The practice of Voodoo and the term Zombie originates in Haiti and refers to a corpse that a Handler
resurrects to do his/her bidding. Herbs, roots, powders, lethal mixtures and other paraphernalia utilized in
voodoo rites can be located at the turn-of-the century hardware and drug stores that still thrive in the
various South Carolina enclaves. It is not likely the average person would recognize people who attend
the Voodoo ceremonies, but their attire identifies them among their group. Attendance at a Voodoo ritual
must be accidental, woe to the invited guest. The chilling ritual continues surreptitiously in South
Carolina, Louisiana, and Florida.
SOUTH CAROLINA - ISLAND IN THE SEA OF STATES, Vol 2.
Cordially,
Fred Broussard

Cast of Characters
Gildee - Gil – Gilda. The murder of her parents leaves Gildee under the control of her killers. The
assassin evaluates the child as a sex partner or an insurance dividend. Time exposes that the teen is
useless as a sex partner; murder is the alternative. Overhearing the date of her slaughter, frantic escape is
Gildee’s only option.
TJ—The meager effort to name the child attests to the parents scorn for the boy’s significance.
Brutalized from birth, cruelty begets cruelty. As he grows, The Devil instigates behavior to describe TJ cad-thief-liar-murderer.
Hainry– Henry- Given birth name Heinrick Van Imp. Beget of wealthy parents, as the wunderkind
becomes adult he squanders his talents to live the blaze’ lifestyle. A hilarious happenstance flings
Heinrick into Gildee’s life.
Milford - A despicable entrepreneur. Unique among the multitude of Morticians who ply their trade in
South Carolina. Anguish to the customer that delivers a loved one’s corpse for service into Milford's
establishment. The living may assume there is no additional abomination that may happen to them after
their demise, but Milford will show you the hazards.
Al - TJ’s cousin; wickedness is their ancestry. Comparing the two Al is more sinister, the acme of evil.
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South Carolina
Traveling eastward on US I-40 the traveler observes the road sign, I-26. The place: Landrum, South
Carolina. The community of Landrum is located near the base of the Blue Ridge Mountains. The scene is
of heavily foliated rolling hills, rather than the barren jagged earth-tone colored peaks of the west.
Travelers along the Interstate highways that pass through the Great Smoky Mountains view a plethora of
scenic, thick green mélange of hardwoods and softwoods.
Southern vegetation is unique from other rural areas of the United States. Thorny vines grow in
profusion year-round that requires hikers/hunters to wear canvas coveralls, gloves and goggles. Ancient,
uncovered water-wells from long abandoned homes linger with gaping cavities for the next step of an
unsuspecting trekker. Covered fissures of plant-life, where animals/snakes regularly dwell, that appear
sturdy but will instantly submerge a walker. Beneath tranquil appearing watery surfaces lurk sinister pools
of quicksand that will capture and suffocate any transgressor. In the low marsh areas succulent CreasyGreens sprout, and await plucking by humans or foraging animals. Wild lilies or other hybrid plant
species create a visual rainbow of colors during the humid months of the year. Where planted, kudzu
grows in profusion. The entangling low foliage provides a secluded pathway, and abode for rodents, and
snakes.
Smells of lilacs, gardenias, jasmine, and other floral fragrances pierce the nostrils, while occasionally
the pungent odor of the skunk will strive for olfactory supremacy. Periodically craggy outcroppings of
granite jut from beneath the crusted red-clay soil. The whole scene of the countryside gives the viewer the
feeling of observing a giant canvas of greens and whites on a background of red.
Outside the township of Landrum, young lovers trudge up the hillside to leave evidence of their
mutual devotion. These enamored souls spray-paint their messages of endearment on the faces of barren
boulders for all to see. Miners or lucky hikers discover gold nuggets or precious gems from this portion of
the United States, whether casually piddling or prospecting. Interspersed among the rolling hills and lakes
are various structures that denote the wealth or lack of, and social standings of the area's inhabitants.
Several of the local inhabitant's homes are dilapidated shanties that may be seen on clear days, as
drivers transverse the public highways in both the east and west directions. Most of the rudimentary
constructed houses are only visible on clear days because of the lush foliage that envelops their exteriors.
A casual observer would imagine that the occupants wish to hide their presence, notwithstanding the
embarrassment of the carpenters to hide his/her meager supply of materials. Any spectator will also note
that there are no visible roads leading up to these far distant shacks. From a distance, the sparsely spaced
dwellings appear to be picturesque, rustic photogenic living spaces, but they are not. Various houses stand
in primitive locations devoid of electricity, indoor plumbing, or any of the other amenities that a person of
the twentieth century would expect. Certain shacks hang precariously on strips of land that it would seem
a whiff of wind could dislodge and send careening down the mountain. Other homes are too remote for
the sheriff's of the associated county(s) to evict squatters, or for the landowners to be aware of their
encroachment. Only squatters would build a house in areas that upon first observation would appear to be
isolated from humanity.
Contrary to an affluent person's imagination, trespassing provides the most convenient method of
survival. A few of these antiquated houses have existed in this area for a long time. There has never been
an attempt to paint any of the exteriors, so that all of the exposed wood is of grayish hand cut boards.
These edifices are the abodes that we wish to focus upon.
A segment of the children from these homes has never been to school, so ignorance passes from one
generation to the next. Again, taking a small sample from a slice of this population, we encounter those
parents who despise and/or resent anyone who may know more than them. For these elders, budgetary
considerations are not of prosperity, the future for their offspring or luxury items, but of those social

activities that provide immediate gratification; i.e. alcohol, sex and tobacco. Moralistically, several in this
same group of persons may abhor the association with drug dealers but embrace the Moonshiner.
Without electricity, there obviously is no television, so the fundamentals of social graces or courtesies
may be non-existent in these homes. Although USA citizens by birth certain backwoods inhabitants speak
a language that requires deciphering by most other USA indigenous. It is as if the speaker’s mouths move,
but an invisible ventriloquist spews the words. For first-time listeners, the local's speech is bewildering.
Along with their enunciation, the area inhabitants have developed their own morals and philosophy of
living; violence, cunning, and stealth are their tools. Most, if not all of these homeowners maintain
vicious dogs that roam freely around their structures, and forage on any animal that comes within the
range of capture.
As time passes and the predacious sentinels grow older, they mysteriously disappear on some dark
night. Each homeowner possesses a weapon for murdering something, human or animal makes no
difference. Believe me a number of these folks are not the type of people that are sociable, or that a
stranger can appear at their doorstep.
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